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_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Abstract :  In this evolving technological environment there are many useful web applications developing at a faster rate. Sentiment analysis 

is an area of text classification that began around 2001 and has recently been receiving a lot of attention from researchers. Sentiment analysis 

involves analyzing textual datasets which contain opinions (e.g., social media, blogs, discussion groups, and internet forums) with the objective 

of classifying the opinions as positive, negative, or neutral. Various measures, including Information gain, simple chi-square, feature relation 

network, log-likelihood ratio, and minimum frequency thresholds, have previously been used as feature selection methods in sentiment analysis 

and classification. In this report, we investigate the performance of categorical proportional difference, a novel feature selection method used 

for text classification. While categorical proportional difference has previously been shown by others to be useful in sentiment classification 

of text documents, here we apply sentiment on online reviews. Online reviews differ from typical text documents in that they contain few 

features (i.e., they are short documents). We apply weighting schemes, SentiWordNet scores, information gain  to classify the reviews as either 

positive or negative. 

IndexTerms - SentiWordNet, Parts-of-Speech Tagging, Feature Score. 

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 

The World Wide Web and the Internet provide a form through which an individual’s process of decision making may 

be influenced by the opinions of others.. Online sites such as rottentomatoes.com, allow movie buffs to leave reviews 

for movies they have seen. Online sites, such as Facebook and blogs, allow users to leave opinions and comments. 

These kinds of online media have resulted in large quantities of textual data containing opinion and facts.  Over the 

years, there has been extensive research aimed at analyzing and classifying text and data, where the objective is to 

assign predefined category labels to documents based upon learned models. However, more recent research has 

attempted to analyze textual data to determine how an individual “feels” about a particular topic (i.e., the individual’s 

sentiment towards that topic). This has led to the development of sentiment. Sentiment analysis are technically 

challenging because opinions can be expressed in subtle and complex ways, involving the use of slang, ambiguity, 

sarcasm, irony and idiom .Our approach offers an automated, efficient, and cheaper way to tap people’s opinion than 

polling people over the phone. Our method calculates levels of “Web Buzz” by mining discussions in movie related 

online forums, combining information about the structure of the social network with an analysis of the contents of the 

discussion.  

 

Product Scope –  
To build a system where the user can see a movie review and think which movie to watch which will help him to save 

time and money.   

 

1. APPROACH 

 Overview  

This is section in which we defined the techniques, goals and aim of the project. And which method is applied 

during development of the project. The project is divided into three phases.   

  

The first phase is the data collection.  

Second phase is the sentiment analyzer.   

The last phase is information Extractor that visualizing our results. 

 

 Problem Definition  

 

Web blogs and portals are full with un-indexed and unprocessed text that is containing so much useful analysis source. 

This is direct interaction to a person‟s ideas. There is a need to take and process that data and let people to use it in 
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their decision making processes. For sure many people take action by the words of common interest of a fact. Like to 

buy a camera that most claimed it is the best between the options. We focused in the same manner to create a blog 

mining system that will took movie comments from blogs or portals and define to user what most thinks about the 

movie with its related subunits from director to screen writer. Along with theses websites, a search engine is also an 

important source for people to search for other people‟s opinions. If user wants to search anything using search engine, 

the search engine examines its index and provides a listing of best-matching web pages according to its criteria. 

However, the semantic orientation of the content, which is very important information in the reviews or opinions, is 

not provided in the current search engine. For example, Google will return around thousands of hits for the query  

“aashiqi 2 reviews.” If search engines can provide statistical summaries from the opinions point of view, it will be more 

useful to the user who polls the opinions from the Internet. 

 

2. PROJECT PHASES 

The project is divided into three phases.    

A) Collection of Data 

B)  Analyzing Sentiments 

C)  Extracting the Information 

 

A. Collection Of Data :  

Collecting data is the initial part in our project. In this process we gather and measure information on targeted 

variables in andesired pattern, which then enables user to answer questions and giveresults. We can get  movie 

reviews from, Imdb,Film Comment, Meta Critics ,Rotten Tomatoes etc. In our project we have taken the data from 

Imdb.  

 

 
Fig 1: Project Phases 

 

B.  Analyzing The Sentiments:  

Next phase is analysing user sentiments. It is a crucial part of the proposed system. It is done b y the Sentiment 

Analyzer. The sentiment scores for a product for different keywords are calculated from blogs by mining the 

comments.  

Analyzing sentiments consists of the following sub phases:   

 

a. HTML Parsing: -  

In HTML parsing the parser parses every blog text in the review and eliminating the tag information for generating 

plain text sentences. The reviews downloaded from different websites in html are passed as input to the HTML parser 

which removes various tags and gives the output. For example we take input as “<head>Hello</head>” would give 

the output “Hello”.  
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b. Document Filtering:- 

For calculating score of the sentiments, the analyzer selects downloaded pages removing their tags that contain 

comments about a particular movie using an unsupervised approach for filtering of documents.  

c. Tagging Sentence:-  

The next part is the tagging of sentences. This takes the sentences that are generated by the HTML parser as input and 

gives different tags accordingly. This tagger gives tags for adverbs and adjectives and different modifiers. Synset(s) 

are generated for a given keyword by WordNet. The sentiment analyzer processes every sentence of a blog page for 

the keywords, such as size, design, and portability that are related to the electronic gadget domain. The sentiment 

scores are obtained from the SentiWordNet by the analyzer. For example an input comment like “I love the movie” to 

the sentence tagger would give result as “I_nnlove_aathe_nnmovie_nn ” where „nn‟ denotes a noun and „aa‟ denotes 

an adjective. 

d. Sentiwordnet file:- 

Further in our project we use SentiWordNet. Used in opinion mining tasks SentiWordNet is a valuable entity. 

SentiWordNet aims to provide high level information of opinion polarity. This is done by deriving thie information 

from the database of WordNet in English terms and relations. For every word in WordNet, a positive and a negative 

score ranging from 0 to 1 is present in SentiWordNet file indicating its polarity. 

One with high scores indicates terms carry heavy opinion bias information, on the other hand lower scores indicate a 

term being less subjective. The table below gives a score for the term “Nice” extracted from SentiWordNet web 

interface. 

 

                                                                                  1) Positive: 0.125 

                                                                                 2) Negative:0.0 

Figure 2 - SentiWordNet Sample Score 

 

Every set of words which have the same meaning, or synsets, has three numerical scores ranging from 0 to 1. 

This gives the Synset’s objectiveness, and positive and negative bias. Another important characteristic of 

SentiWordNet is that positive and negative scoring is graded for any given term. 

 

And it is possible for a word to give non-zero values for both positive and negative scores, according to this rule:  

For any synset s:  

 

I Obj(s) →Objectiveness score for synset s.  

 

II Pos(s) →Positive score for synset s. 

 

III Neg(s) →Negative score for synset s. 

 

Then the following scoring rule is applied:  

 

Pos(s) + Neg(s) + Obj(s) = 1  

e. Rating Keywords:- 

If the analyzer finds a keyword in a sentence for a given page, it searches for an adjective or an adverb and different 

modifiers associated with that keyword. If the word is found, it obtains the score from SentiWordNet. The obtained 

scoreis  then used as keywords score and gives thethe total sentiment score of the movie review.  

For example, if the adjective “nice” is found, its score will be (0 + 0.125) = +0.125. Theanalyzerthen also looks for 

an adverb that will modify the degree of the adjective. The adverbs are separated into two main categories:- 

degree-adverbs and reversing-adverbs. 

If the analyzer finds a degree-adverb such as “less” or “more” in front of an adjective, then it multiplies the adjectives 

score with the degree-adverbs score and uses the result as the keyword’s score. For example, “more raggedly” has 

sentiment score = (1.25*-0.125) = - 0.15625.  
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f. Rating Final Product:- 

Lastly in the ending of Analyzing the Sentiments phase, The part of speech (POS) of sentences are obtained by tagging 

them using WordNet tagger. Result of the above step is POS of each word present in the comment, from which the 

adjectives and adverbs and different modifiers alone are extracted for processing it further. The positive and negative 

sentiment of nouns, verbs, adjectives and adverbs are readily available in SentiWordNet file, from which overall 

sentiment of each word is calculated. 

C .Extracting The Information:- 

The overall sentiment of a sentence is obtained by the difference of positive and the negative scores of the words in the 

comment. The overall results are combined to give the sentiment of the entire review. The product is rated on the basis 

of the number of positive and negative reviews. The reviews with negative sentiments are stored differently. The 

sentences in this document are negated to provide suggestions of improvement for product developers. After  a long 

process of crawling data to get the work as just simple numbers. This work is presented to end user in the most simplest 

and useful way as graphical charts. 

 

IV.CONCLUSION 

In this system, a multi-knowledge based approach is proposed for movie review mining and summarization. The 

objective is to automatically generate a feature class-based summary for arbitrary online movie reviews. In order to 

extract the semantic orientation of words from SentiWordNet, we went through a standard word translation process. 

Although translation does not necessary preserve the semantic orientation of words due to the variation of language 

common usage especially when it comes to spontaneous reviews on the web, and in spite of all its side effects, it has 

been argued that dictionary-based approach could contribute to achieve better results. Even if our first experiments 

showed little significance, further improvements have been proposed accordingly. In future evaluations, the method 

will be analyzed within a larger training and test sets. Further linguistic analysis will be such as misspelling correction, 

negation, WSD and elimination of out of scope text spans from reviews, in addition to the improvement of the 

translation task. 

Fig 3: User Interface for rating Movies 
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